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SecDef video: Extremism

Women mentorship
MICC leaders meet

Next ACC, MICC leaders

925th CBN uncasing

MICC leaders joined key stakeholders 
virtually March 5 to examine new Army 
guidance and rehearse critical steps in 
an event of an absentee Soldier.

u MORE

MICC-Fort Sill acquisition professionals 
continue to provide contracting support 
following two snowstorms and a 
weeklong Arctic freeze. 

u MORE

MICC-Fort Sill provides 
support after Arctic freeze

Drill rehearses key steps 
for absentee Soldiers

The MICC Sexual Harassment/Assault 
Response and Prevention program 
manager is seeking volunteers from 
across the command to serve as sexual 
assault response coordinators or victim 
advocates as a collateral duty. 

u MORE

MICC seeks to expand SHARP reach, effectiveness

MICC officials are realigning their 
capabilities to strategically support its 
primary mission partners and command 
objectives. A directorate-level office will 
execute installation readiness contract 
support for food service requirements 
as well as facilities, including base 
operations, minor construction, job 
order contracts, grounds maintenance, 
and custodial services.

u MORE

MICC to strategically align contracting support

Leaders from the 419th Contracting 
Support Brigade uncased their 
organizational colors during a ceremony 
also broadcast virtually March 8 from 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina, signaling 
their return from deployment to 
Afghanistan in support of Operation 
Freedom’s Sentinel.

u MORE

419th CSB returns home, uncases colors 

by Brig. Gen. Christine Beeler
MICC commanding general                          

The dedicated 
Soldiers and 
Army civilians 
of the MICC 
continue 
to provide 
acquisition 
support while 
also helping the nation make 
incredible strides against the 
coronavirus pandemic.

u MORE
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